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The topological pumping proposed in ’80s and recently realized by cold atom experiments[1–3]
is revisited from a view point of the bulk-edge correspondence. For a system with boundaries, a
new form of the pumped charge is derived by the Berry connection in the temporal gauge, that
corresponds to the shift of the center of mass (CM). Even with boundaries, the pumped charge is
carried by the bulk and its quantization is guaranteed by the discontinuities of the CM associated
with the edge states. This is a modified Laughlin argument based on the local U(1) invariance
although physics behind is quite different.
Fundamental stability of edge states [4–6] in the quan-
tum Hall effect (QHE) implies the phase is topological.
The bulk is gapped but, with boundaries, there exists
localized modes in the gap. Conversely non trivial topo-
logical phases are necessarily associated with edge states
as generic localized modes near the boundaries of the
system or impurities. It applies to any of the topological
phases that include the fractional QH states, quantum
spin Hall states as the topological insulators, the Hal-
dane phase of integer spin chains and so on. Generically
emergence of the edge states is reduced to the feature of
the bulk, that is the bulk-edge correspondence [7].
The phase is “topological” implies it is “hidden”[8], in
the sense that one can hardly observe its character in a
bulk, even though the phase is characterized by a topo-
logical invariant[9–11]. Further, they are mostly not
physical observables. Even in the QHE, whether the ob-
served Hall conductance in experiments is of the bulk or
of the edges is still controversial. The bulk topological
character is hidden but the edge states are real observ-
ables. A typical example is a surface Dirac cone of the
three dimensional topological insulators, that is observed
by the angle resolved photoemission spectroscopies. The
bulk-edge correspondence is thus a rigorous/conceptual
bridge between the bulk and with boundaries, that was,
at first, rigorously shown for the QHE [7] and justified
today for the others as well [10–16].
This reverse way of thinking is important since one can
realize why the edges are there from a universal point of
view. Some of them are historically well-known such as
dangling bonds of semiconductors and some are new as
the chiral edge modes of photonic crystals [17, 18] and
photon’s [19]. This analogy even extends to the classical
Newton equation [20–22]. It implies the universal feature
of the bulk-edge correspondence.
Ultimate developments of recent quantum technology
also trigger further studies of topological phases, such
as realization of the Hofstadter butterfly by a synthetic
gauge field in a artificial lattice using cold atoms [23].
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Many of the theoretical ideas for the topological phases
and gauge structures of matter are now directly measured
experimentally where quantum coherence and structures
are under the ultimate control and one can handle or
even synthesize dimensions [23, 24]. One of the most
clear and fundamental examples is a topological pump
proposed long time ago [1], where the time is used as
a synthetic dimension and the topological effects in the
QHE in 2D is realized in a simple one dimensional sys-
tem. Even though the proposal is quite old as the QHE,
it took so long time until its experimental realization in
cold atoms [2, 3], and intense studies have just began.
Although the bulk-edge correspondence is fundamental
in topological phases, it has never been applied to this
topological pump. Here we have first made the role of
the edge states clear in the topological pump. In this
letter, a new expression of the pumped charge is derived
by the Berry connection for the system with boundaries.
In the adiabatic limit, the contribution of the the bulk
and the edge are clearly separated. The pumped charge
is carried by the bulk but its quantization is guaranteed
by the locality of the edge states. Local U(1) gauge sym-
metry as the charge conservation is crucially important
but plays a role different from the QHE. Namely, in the
QHE, the right- and left-edge states are always paired on
the Fermi surface, whereas in the pumping, they can be
separately observed at different times. Physically this is
a fractionalization of the electron into the massive Dirac
fermions carrying half charge quantum.
Let us consider a many body topological pump by the
time dependent one dimensional hamiltonian of lattice
free fermions of Lx sites
H(θ, t) =
Lx∑
j
[
− tθxc
†
j+1cj + h.c.+ vj(t)c
†
jcj
]
,
(tθx = txe
−iθ/Lx , tx, ty ∈ R. The twist θ is introduced
to define the current operator as well as the Berry con-
nection for a generic many-body state). The time de-
pendent potential vj(t) can be any if it is periodic as
vj+q(t) = vj(t) where q is a positive integer. For simplic-
ity, we choose as vj(t) = −2ty cos(
2πt
T − 2πφj), φ = p/q
with mutually prime p and q. This is equivalent to the
22D QHE under a periodic potential[6, 7, 9]. When map-
ping back to the QHE in 2D, the time as a synthetic
dimension corresponds to the momentum in y direction
(2πtT → ky [6]). By writing the one particle state as |ψ〉 =∑
j ψjc
†
j|0〉, the wave function ψj satisfies the Harper
equation, −tθxψj−1−2ty cos(2π
t
T −2πφj)ψj−(t
θ
x)
∗ψj+1 =
EℓLψj . The time-reversal (TR) is broken by a finite θ but
is recovered by taking the θ → 0 limit after the calcula-
tion. The pumping period, T , controls the adiabaticity
of the pumping. For simplicity, we take T = 2π and
control the adiabaticity by the energy scale of tx and ty.
Two boundary conditions are discussed. One is the open
boundary condition with edges, e: ψ0 = ψLx = 0 and
the other is periodic one for the bulk b: ψj+Lx = ψj .
The many body eigen state of the snap shot hamiltonian
H(t) is given by specifying a set of occupied one particle
states {ℓL} as |α〉 =
∏
ℓL
(
∑
j ψj,ℓLc
†
j |0〉.
Using the current operator
J =
1
Lx
(i
tx
~
e−iθ/Lx)
∑
j
c†j+1cj + h.c = ~
−1∂θH(θ, t),
the measured current at the time t, δj = 〈G(t)|J |G(t)〉−
〈g(t)|J |g(t)〉, is evaluated by the adiabatic approxima-
tion [1] assuming a finite energy gap above the snap shot
ground state |g(t)〉, H(θ, t)|g〉 = |g〉E. The state |G(t)〉
is a true many body state that obeys the time depen-
dent Schro¨dinger equation, i~∂t|G(t)〉 = H(θ, t)|G(t)〉. It
reads δj = −iB, B = ∂θAt − ∂tAθ where B is a field
strength of the Berry connection Aµ = 〈g|∂µg〉, µ = θ, t.
Note that 〈g(t)|J |g(t)〉|θ=0 = 0 due to the TR invariance.
Since the field strength B is gauge invariant for the gauge
transformation |g′〉 = |g〉eiχ, A′µ = 〈g
′|∂µg
′〉 = Aµ+i∂µχ,
let us take a temporal gauge by imposing a gauge con-
dition, A
(t)
t = 0, which is quite useful for the discus-
sion of the pumping. Then the field strength is given as
B = −∂tA
(t)
θ . Now we have a pumped charge between
the time period [ta, tb] as
∆Q[ta,tb] =
∫ tb
ta
dt δjx = i
∫ tb
ta
dt ∂tA
(t)
θ = iA
(t)
θ (t)
∣∣∣∣
tb
ta
,
where the integration over t has been carried out but it
needs a special care, as discussed later. For any (regu-
larly) gauge fixed many body state |g〉, the state in the
temporal gauge is given by |g(t)(θ, t)〉 = |g(θ, t)〉eiχ(θ,t),
with the phase factor, χ, that is path dependent and
is explicitly given as χ(θ, t) = i
∫ t
0 dτ At(θ, τ) +
i
∫ θ
0
dϑAθ(ϑ, 0). It surely satisfies the gauge condition,
A
(t)
t (θ, t) = 0 and one has
A
(t)
θ (θ, t) = Aθ(θ, t)− ∂θ
∫ t
0
dτ At(θ, τ) −Aθ(θ, 0).
This is gauge invariant: it is directly confirmed but is
clear in a discretized form [25] as shown in Fig.1. Substi-
tuting this into ∆Q above, we have a pumped charge in
a novel gauge invariant form. The discussion up to this
FIG. 1. (a) The Berry connection A(t) in the temporal gauge
and (b) its lattice analogue [25].
point is general and applicable for both with/without
edges.
Now let us consider a system with edges by imposing
the open boundary condition. In this case, the twist of
the hopping e−iθ/Lx is gauged out by the many body
gauge transformation
U(θ) =
∏
j=1
e−iθnj(j−j0)/Lx , j0 = Lx/2,
which operates for the fermion operator as UcjU
† =
eiθj/Lxcj and we have |g(θ)〉 = U|g0〉 where |g0〉 is a snap
shot ground state of the hamiltonian H(0, t). Then not-
ing that At = 〈g|∂tg〉 = 〈g0|∂tg0〉 is θ independent and
Aθ = 〈g0|U
†∂θU|g0〉, the Berry connection in the tempo-
ral gauge for the system with edges is
A
(t),e
θ = −i
[
P (t)− P (0)
]
, P (t) =
∑
j
xjρj(t)
where ρj(t) = 〈g0(t)|nj |g0(t)〉, xj =
j−j0
Lx
and P (t) is the
CM. Now we have the pumped charge as
∆Q[ta,tb] = P (tb)− P (ta).
Note that this is only well defined for a system with
boundaries. We also stress that the CM derived
here is distinct from the Zak phase for infinite systems.
We assume P (t) is a CM measured for the snap shot
ground state in contact with a particle reservoir, that is,
the system is specified by the chemical potential µ and
the temperature is sufficiently low. It should be also dis-
tinguished from the CM of the time dependent wave func-
tion
∑
j xj〈G(t)|nj |G(t)〉, which is recently observed in
real experiments [2, 3, 26]. Even though the fermi energy
is in the bulk gap, when the one particle energy of the
edge state coincides to the fermi energy, the many body
gap of the snap shot hamiltonian necessarily closes and
the edge state becomes suddenly occupied/unoccupied
(See Fig.2). This sudden change of the snap shot ground
state causes singularities (discontinuities) in P since the
edge state is spatially localized and its contribution to
the normalized CM is ±1/2 in the limit Lx →∞. This is
inevitable since topologically non trivial ground state is
associated with the edge states passing through the gap.
Then labeling the gap closing time’s by ti’s (ti < ti+1,
3i = 1, 2, · · · ) and dividing the period into the time inter-
vals without the singularities (patch-working in the the
time domain), the total pumped charge in a single period
T is given as
∆Qe =
∑
i
∫ t−
i+1
t+
i
dt ∂tP (t) =
∑
i
[
P (t−i+1)− P (t
+
i )
]
= −
∑
i
[
P (t+i )− P (t
−
i )
]
= −
∑
i
∆P (ti),
where t±i ≡ ti ± 0 and ∆P (ti) ≡ P (t
+
i ) − P (t
−
i ) is a
discontinuity of the CM at ti. Also we used the periodic-
ity of the CM in the adiabatic limit P (t + T ) = P (t),
which follows from the periodicity of the hamiltonian
H(t + T ) = H(t). This simple expression can be un-
derstood as a bulk-edge correspondence in time domain.
We put ”e” to mark the expression for the system with
edges. Note here that P is only well defined with edges
and can not be defined for a system with periodic bound-
ary condition. Depending on the position of the edge
state that cuts the fermi energy and the way it does, this
discontinuity is determined as
∆P (ti) =


−1/2 Right : become unoccupied
+1/2 Right : become occupied
+1/2 Left : become unoccupied
−1/2 Left : become occupied,
where “Right” implies the edge state is localized near the
boundary j = Lx and the “Left” is for the edge states
near the boundary j ∼ 0.
Since the pair of the discontinuity coincides to the
winding of the corresponding edge state energy around
the “hole” (that corresponds to the energy gap) on the
Riemann surface [6], total discontinuity is given by the
winding number IM of the edge states∑
i
∆P (ti) = −IM , ∆Q
e = IM ,
where we assume that the fermi energy is in the M -th
energy gap from below. This algebraic definition of the
winding number is only possible for the Harper equation,
that is, only for special form of the vj(t). However the
relation is generically justified by defining the winding
number IM as the number of paired edge states with
suitable sign depending on the direction of the crossing
of the spectral flow with the fermi energy. This is a mod-
ified Laughlin argument [5] which is widely used for the
topological number of edge states for various topological
phases[6, 10, 14]. Since the total number of particles is
conserved, the gapless times ti’s that correspond to the
(dis)appearance of the edge state are paired (irrespec-
tive to the position). It guarantees the quantization of
the total pumped charge ∆Qe as an integer since even
number of additions of ±1/2 is an integer. It is a conse-
quence of the local U(1) gauge symmetry as the Laughlin
argument, but has sharp contrast to the QHE in which
contribution of the edge states to the Hall conductance
are always integers in the process of a unit flux penetra-
tion, since the right/left edge states are always paired on
the Fermi surface. This ±1/2 contribution can be un-
derstood as a fractionalization of electrons into massive
Dirac fermions[27, 28].
Also counting the topological number with disconti-
nuities here should be compared with the counting of
the singularities of the η-invariant for the Atiyah-Patodi-
Singer index theorem [29, 30]. Here we have clarified the
close inter-relation between the topological nature of the
discontinuities and local U(1) gauge symmetry. This is
not just a math but plays a crucial role in the recent
experiments[2, 3].
As an example, we calculated the CM, P (t), numeri-
cally for φ = 2/7 and Lx = 1750 and Lx = 350. By the
clear finite size effects, the discontinuities deviates from
±1/2 but approaches to the quantized values ±1/2 by
the limit Lx →∞. In this case, we have ∆Q
e = −2.
FIG. 2. (a) One particle spectrum EℓL(t) and the
fermi energy (blue line): tx = ty = 1, φ = 2/7
and Lx = 1750 (350). (b) Enlarged spectrum near
the fermi energy. (c) The CM, P (t), with edges by
numerical calculation. ∆P (ti) = −0.499503(−0.4954),
0.496542(0.487094), 0.498412(0.494115), 0.497435(0.491092),
0.497435(0.491092), 0.498412(0.494115), 0.496542(0.487094),
and −0.499503(−0.4954) for i = 1, · · · , 8.
∑
i∆P (ti) =
1.98577(1.9538).
4Note that although the total pumped charge is gov-
erned by the discontinuity
∑
i∆P (ti) due to the edge
states, pumped charge is not carried by singularities
caused by the edge states. The charge is still carried by
the bulk as we explain below. This is the bulk-edge cor-
respondence in the topological pumping. As one can see
in Fig.2, the charge is pumped in the intervals between
the singularities (red lines), which is the bulk contribu-
tion. Even though the system has boundaries, the effects
of the edges are negligible for the bulk state since the one
particle state of the bulk is extended and the amplitude
near the boundaries is vanishing in the limit Lx →∞.
Although the CM is ill-defined for bulk (both for
a periodic/infinite system), the pumped charge is well-
defined as discussed by Thouless[1]. As for an infinite
system, the one particle state is given by the Bloch state
ψj,ℓL ∝ e
ikxjuj(kx).
Now let |g(t)〉 be a many body ground state of the snap
shot hamiltonian in the temporal gauge. Assuming the
fermi energy is in the M -th gap, one has
A
(t),b
θ = 〈g
(t)|∂θg
(t)〉 =
∫ ∆k
0
dkx
2π
a
(t)
kx
,
a
(t)
kx
= TrMA
(t)
kx
, A
(t)
kx
= u†∂kxu, u = (u1, · · · ,uM ),
where the limit Lx → ∞ is taken and additional gauge
condition a
(t)
t = TrMu
†∂tu = 0 is imposed. Also we put
“b” to specify that it is purely from bulk. By using the
gauge invariant form of the temporal gauge,
a
(t)
kx
(kx, t) = akx(kx, t)− ∂kx
∫ t
0
dτ at(kx, τ) − akx(kx, 0),
the time derivative of A
(t),b
θ is written by the field
strength of the Bloch state, b = ∂kxat− ∂takx = −∂ta
(t)
kx
.
Now the bulk contribution of the pumped charge between
the time period [ta, tb] is written as[1]
∆Qb[ta,tb] = i
∫ tb
ta
dt∂tA
(t),b
θ =
1
2πi
∫ tb
ta
dt
∫ ∆k
0
dkxb(kx, t).
It implies that i∂tA
(t),b
θ is an effective CM of the bulk,
even though the CM itself is not well defined.
To demonstrate the contribution of the pumping with
edges is from the bulk, let us define a pumped charge be-
tween the time period [ta, tb] by compensating (skipping)
the singularities from the edges as
∆Qe[ta,tb] = P (tb)− P (ta)−
∫ tb
ta
dτ
∑
i
∆P (ti)δ(τ − ti).
This is a bulk contribution to the CM for the system
with edges. According to the consideration here, we ex-
pect this bulk contribution ∆Qe[ta,tb] asymptotically ap-
proaches to ∆Qb[ta,tb] in the large system. We have nu-
merically evaluated them for φ = 2/7 and shown in Fig.3.
They show clear coincidence within numerical errors, in-
dicating the relation between the bulk and the edges.
FIG. 3. Pumped charge between the time interval [0, t]. The
red line is by the bulk (Bloch states) ∆Qb[0,t]. The shifted
pumped charge ∆Qe[0,t]’s are shown for Lx = 140 (blue) and
Lx = 1750 (black) lines. The parameters are the same as
Fig.2.
The pumped charge by bulk in a cycle is given by
the Chern number CM [1] of the Berry connection aµ
as ∆Qb = ∆Qb[0,T ] = CM . Now we have established
the physical bulk-edge correspondence in the topological
pumping as
∆Qe = ∆Qb
that gives the relation between the two topological in-
variants as was also shown in the QHE as
IM = CM .
It guarantees quantization of the Chern number CM ,
since IM due to the singularities of edge states is quan-
tized by definition.
Generically the bulk-edge correspondence is for the
manybody state and the bulk and the edge can not be
separated. Without gapped bulk, edge states are not well
defined. We put a stress on that in the present pumping
of the non interacting system, the manybody state is con-
structed from the one particle states which are classified
into the bulk(unnormalizable) and the edge(localized).
Then the contributions to the pumped charge are also
clearly separated (Fig.3).
To describe the topological pumping by the CM, one
necessarily needs to use a system with edges in contact
with a particle reservoir. As we have established here, the
pumped charge of the system with edges is carried by the
bulk not by the edge states and the CM observed in the
cold atom experiments Pexp(t) =
∑
j xj〈G(t)|nj |G(t)〉
is described by the bulk. Still the quantization of the
pumped charge is governed by the edge states where the
edge states induce discontinuities in the CM in the adi-
abatic limit. Even though the CM shows singularities in
the adiabatic limit, these singularities can not be observed
in realistic experiments in cold atoms, since the appear-
ance of the edge states at the fermi energy necessarily
implies the breakdown of the adiabaticity. As in an re-
alistic experiment with finite speed pumping, the many
body wave function approximately remains unchanged
passing through the gapless point, that is, the bulk is
5adiabatic but the edge states is well described by the
sudden approximation. It causes excitation across the
gap, which eventually results in accumulation/depletion
of the surface charges after one cycle. These two condi-
tions, as the bulk is adiabatic and the edge is sudden, are
conflicting requirements, if one requires both limits rig-
orously. Then in the experiment, it may not be easy to
observe exact quantization of the pumped charge, espe-
cially for cases with high Chern numbers. We have also
confirmed consistency of the argument by a direct numer-
ical integration of the Liouville−von Neumann equation
for the density matrix.
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